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L A N D S C A P I N G
With 25 years of experience, Jardim Vista is
a local company with a global mindset
ased near to Quinta do Lago and
Vale do Lobo, Jardim Vista S.A,
headed by founder and inspiration
Richard Westcott, is a highly efficient and
creative landscape design, garden construction and maintenance company. Richard is a
qualified Landscape Architect, with extensive experience in Europe, Africa and the
Middle East.
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Over the last 26 years, Jardim Vista has
grown to include branches in the Algarve,
Lisbon, Southern Spain and, more recently,
large projects have been secured in the
United Kingdom and Dubai.
With a talented team of landscape
architects, Jardim Vista has designed and
implemented many unique landscapes, both
residential and commercial, at prestigious
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condominiums in Portugal, such as Quinta do
Lago, Vale do Lobo, Quinta da Marinha,
Quinta Patiño and Marbella, in Spain.
An extensive infrastructure includes
departments such as Design, Mechanical,
Electrical, Irrigation and Nursery allowing
Jardim Vista to undertake all services in-house.
“Jardim Vista means excellent service,
value for money and attention to detail,”
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explains Richard Westcott. “Our committed
and motivated work force allows the majority
of projects to be completed using our own
resources. This is a feature that has helped
us expand with confidence.”
In the United Kingdom, the company’s
focus is on the development of exclusive
landscapes for discerning customers, mostly
in high-end residential areas such as
Wentworth, Sunningdale and Ascot. Recently,
The Duchy of Cornwall Estates, owned by
HRH The Prince of Wales, has approached
Jardim Vista with the possibility to present a
design solution for their proposed walled
garden.
One of the most recent and important
Jardim Vista signature projects in Dubai is The
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Heart of Europe development, six islands
which are part of the spectacular “The World”,
a man-made archipelago, just four kilometres
from Dubai’s coastline. This iconic project
combines 300 small islands reclaimed from
the sea and constructed into the shape of a
world map.
The Heart of Europe is currently being
implemented and the planting works are
personally supervised by Richard Westcott,
with the concepts and designs for the
gardens on the remaining islands also being
developed by Jardim Vista.
Creative, responsive, reliable, organized,
and motivated, Jardim Vista stands to the fore
as both landscaper of choice and as a long
term partner. 쐽

